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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK MY CUBS : A LOVE STORY
NPR's Scott Simon's personal, heartfelt reflections on his beloved Chicago Cubs,
replete with club lore, memorable anecdotes, frenetic fandom and wise and
adoring intimacy that have made the world champion Cubbies baseball's most
tortured--and now triumphant--franchise.Heartbreak and hope. Charmed and
haunted. My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to his Chicago Cubs, World Series
winners for the first time in over a century. Replete with personal reflections, club
lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic fandom,My Cubs recounts the
franchise's pivotal moments with the wise and adoring intimacy of a long-suffering
devotee and Chicago native. Simon illustrates how the condition of "Cubness" has
defined the life of so many Chicagoans and how the team's fortunes became
intertwined with the aspirations of its faithful. With the curse finally broken on
November 2, 2016, My Cubs is the perfect portrayal of paradise lost and found.
MY CUBS: A LOVE STORY BY SCOTT SIMON
My Cubs is the story of his passion for the team, the people who love the Cubs,
and even the history of the team. Simon is proud of his allegiance. "I am a Cubs
fan. My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to his Chicago Cubs, World Series
winners for the first time in over a century. Replete with personal reflections, club
lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic fandom , My Cubs recounts the
franchise's pivotal moments with the wise and adoring intimacy of a long-suffering
devotee and Chicago native. My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to his Chicago
Cubs, World Series winners for the first time in over a century. Replete with
personal reflections, club lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic fandom
, My Cubs recounts the franchise's pivotal moments with the wise and adoring
intimacy of a long-suffering devotee and Chicago native. MY CUBS chronicles
Simon's adolescence in Chicago as a die-hard fan to tell the story of the
relationship between the team and the neighborhood and city, and how the
condition of Cubness has both charmed and haunted the lives of so many fans.
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for My Cubs: A Love Story at
Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. MY
CUBS chronicles Simon's adolescence in Chicago as a die-hard fan to tell the
story of the relationship between the team and the neighborhood and city, and
how the condition of Cubness has both charmed and haunted the lives of so many
fans. My Cubs A Love Story By Scott Simon Lovable losers, cursed ballpark,
crazy, loyal fans…this describes one of the most beloved teams in baseball. The
fans certainly didn't stop following them even after not winning a pennant since
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1908. Heart break and hope. Charmed and haunted. It is the author's love letter to
his Chicago Cubs, World Series winners for the first time in over a century. Filled
with personal reflections, club lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic
fandom. [[nid:2962]] I am a Cubs fan because my dad is a Cubs fan. In the
summertime, my dad's favorite thing to do is turn on the baseball game and fall
asleep on the couch. A Chicago Cubs Love Story. From the October 24, 2016,
issue of THE WEEKLY STANDARD. My allegiance to the Chicago Cubs—which
may actually bring something other than misery this year—began in. My
allegiance to the Chicago Cubs—which may actually bring something other than
misery this year—began in earnest when the team hired Harry Caray to announce
their games in 1982. My eternal. My Cubs: A Love Story by Scott Simon. NPR's
Scott Simon's personal, heartfelt reflections on his beloved Chicago Cubs, replete
with club lore, memorable anecdotes, frenetic fandom and wise and adoring
intimacy that have made the world champion Cubbies baseball's most
tortured—and now triumphant—franchise. My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to
his Chicago Cubs, World Series winners for the first time in over a century.
Replete with personal reflections, club lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of
frenetic fandom , My Cubs recounts the franchise's pivotal moments with the wise
and adoring intimacy of a long-suffering devotee and Chicago native. My Cubs A
Love Story (Book) : Simon, Scott : Scott Simon, host of NPR's Weekend Edition
Saturday, is a lifelong Chicago Cubs fan, and in MY CUBS he chronicles his
adolescence in Chicago as a die-hard fan to tell the story of the relationship
between the team and the neighbourhood and city, and how the condition of
Cubness has both charmed and. Scott Simon is one of America's most admired
writers and broadcasters, having reported from all over the world and many wars.
He is the award-winning host of Weekend Edition Saturday. With over 4 million
listeners it is the most-listened to news program on NPR.
MY CUBS: A LOVE STORY BY SCOTT SIMON, HARDCOVER | BARNES &
NOBLE®
My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to his Chicago Cubs, World Series winners
for the first time in over a century. Replete with personal reflections, club lore,
memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic fandom , My Cubs recounts the
franchise's pivotal moments with the wise and adoring intimacy of a long-suffering
devotee and Chicago native. My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to his Chicago
Cubs, World Series winners for the first time in over a century. Replete with
personal reflections, club lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic fandom
, My Cubs recounts the franchise's pivotal moments with the wise and adoring
intimacy of a long-suffering devotee and Chicago native. NPR's Scott Simon's
personal, heartfelt reflections on his beloved Chicago Cubs, replete with club lore,
memorable anecdotes, frenetic fandom and wise and adoring intimacy that have
made the. The author is a solid stylist, and his descriptions of Cubs' players,
managers, and owners resonate, as do his anecdotes about his wife and
daughters as they try to understand his mania. A pleasant, slight memoir with a
happy ending. My Cubs is Scott Simon's love letter to his Chicago Cubs, World
Series winners for the first time in over a century. Replete with personal
reflections, club lore, memorable anecdotes, and tales of frenetic fandom, My
Cubs recounts the franchise's pivotal moments with the wise and adoring intimacy
of a long-suffering devotee and Chicago native. Find great deals for My Cubs : A
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Love Story by Scott Simon (2017, Hardcover). Shop with confidence on eBay!
Simon, also the author of Jackie Robinson and the Integration of Baseball and
Windy City, a novel of Chicago, relives the championship's unforgettable seventh
game, delves into Cubs lore, cites. James Ernest welcomes Author and NPR
Radio Host Scott Simon to discuss his new book "My Cubs: A Love Story". Listen
to "Special Guest: Scott Simon Author of "My Cubs A Love Story"." on Spreaker.
SCOTT SIMON is one of America's most admired writers and broadcasters,
having reported from all over the world and from many wars. He is now the
award-winning host of Weekend Edition Saturday. With over 4 million listeners it is
the most-listened to news program on NPR. Simon has won a Peabody and. Just
in time for the baseball spring training season, NPR Weekend Edition host Simon
delivers a short and heartfelt memoir about his lifelong love for the Chicago Cubs.
Unlike his earlier All about Reviews: My Cubs: A Love Story by Scott Simon.
LibraryThing is a cataloging and social networking site for booklovers The story of
the Cubs is part legend, part pathos; heroic and, on occasion, hilarious. Enjoy the
heartbreak and joy of unforgettable afternoons at Wrigley Field. Without a doubt
Amazing Stories From the Cubs Dugout is a must for any Chicago Cubs fan. In
"My Cubs" (Blue Rider Press), Scott Simon, host of NPR's "Weekend Edition" and
a lifetime Cubs fan, writes about bleeding Cubbie blue, the ignominy of baseball
as played at Wrigley.
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